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Abstract 
Efrat, I., Local-global principles for Witt rings, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 90 (1993) 
153-166. 
The paper investigates the connection between the Witt and Witt-Grothendieck rings of a field K 
and the corresponding rings of a given collection X of separable algebraic extensions of K. In 
particular, it deals with the question whether the former rings are the “sheaf products” of the latter 
rings. If X consists of pro-2 extensions and is closed in the natural topology then this happens 
precisely when the 2-Galois group of K is the free pro-2 product of the 2-Galois groups of the fields 
in X. This result is used to classify the quadratic forms over the field of totally real numbers, and 
more generally, over real-projective fields. 
Introduction 
A main problem in the theory of quadratic forms is to classify the quadratic forms 
over a given field up to similarity or isometry. This essentially amounts to the 
determination of the Witt and Witt-Grothendieck rings of the field. In the present 
paper we consider these problems for fields K having local-global properties with 
respect to a collection X of algebraic extensions of K and relate the “global” Witt ring 
W(K) and Witt-Grothendieck ring l@(K) to the “local” rings W(K) and F?(K), 
respectively, K E X. 
More precisely, consider the natural homomorphism LI : W(K) -+ fl,,, W(K). In 
general, it is not surjective. Indeed, suppose that ,4 maps the similarity class [qlK of 
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the K-quadratic form cp to the element ([vK]&~~ of riKE;Y W(K). Then the 
dimensions of the K-quadratic forms cp~, K E X, are congruent mod 2. Also, the 
classes [q~]e should be, roughly speaking, locally constant as K varies on X 
(see Section 2). We therefore focus on the “sheaf product” rIa,r W(E), defined to 
be the subring of nKeX W(K) consisting of all elements ([~~]~)~,X which satisfy 
these two restrictions. Similarly, one can define a natural homomorphism 
/I^: F+(K) -+ &&, k’(K) into a sheaf product nIBEX ?@(k) of the local Witt-- 
Grothendieck rings. Here, the local dimensions should be equal rather than congruent 
mod2. Our result are as follows: 
(I) We give natural cohomological characterizations for the surjectivity and 
bijectivity of /i and i (Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3). 
(II) If the fields K E Z? are contained in the quadratic closure K, of K and if X is 
closed in a proper sense, then the following conditions are equivalent (Corollary 4.4): 
(a) LI is an isomorphism. 
(b) /t^ is an isomorphism. 
(c) The Galois group 3(&/K) is a free pro-2 product of the groups Y(K,/K), 
REX-. 
This generalizes results of ErSov and of Jacob and Ware. In this case one also has: 
A K-quadratic form is K-isotropic if (and only if) it is K-isotropic for all K E X. 
(III) We compute the Witt and Witt--Grothendieck rings for the class of real- 
projective fields (see Section 5). Examples of such fields are: 
(1) Intersections of real closures of 6 [6, Corollary 6.31. 
(2) R(t), with R real closed and t transcendental over R [lo, Theorem 4.1 and 
Corollary 3.31. 
(3) Pseudo real closed fields, i.e., fields with the following local-global property: If 
I/ is an absolutely irreducible affine variety defined over K with simple rational points 
in each real closure of K, then V has a K-rational point [IS, Theorem lO.l] (Pop has 
recently proved that the fields in (1) also fall into this category [21]). 
(4) Algebraic extensions of real-projective fields [9, Corollary 10.51. 
(IV) As a by-product we prove that if L/K is a finite extension of fields and L is 
real-projective then so is K. This answers a question of Haran (who has recently also 
solved it by other methods [S, Proposition 2.51.) 
1. Conventions and preliminaries 
All fields studied here are tacitly assumed to have characteristic # 2. By a 
homomorphism of profinite groups we always mean a continuous homomorphism. 
By generators of a profinite group we mean generators in the topological sense. By an 
involution in a group we mean an element of order precisely 2. The Galois group of 
a Galois extension L/K is denoted by %(L/K), the algebraic closure of K by l?, the 
separable closure by K,, the quadratic closure by K, and the multiplicative group by 
K y. Thus G(K) = %(K,/K) is the absolute Galois group of K. For each Galois 
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extension L/K, let b(L/K) be the set of all subextensions L 2 M 2 K. We have 
b(L/K) g l@b(M/K), with M ranging over all finite Galois extensions of K con- 
tained in L. One thus has a natural Boolean (i.e., Hausdorff, compact and totally 
disconnected) topology on d(L/K). Dually, let Subg(G) be the collection of all closed 
subgroups of a profinite group G. We have Subg(G) z l$n Subg(G/N), with N ranging 
over all open normal subgroups of G, and this defines a natural Boolean topology on 
Subg(G) too. The space b(L/K) is homeomorphic to Subg(%(L/K)) via the Galois 
correspondence. Denote the subset of Subg(G) consisting of all closed subgroups of 
order 2 by 9(G). For a profinite group G and i > 1, let H’(G) = H’(G,Z/2Z), with 
G acting trivially on Z/22. We express the isometry and the similarity of K-quadratic 
forms ‘pr and ‘pz by writing 40~ rK (p2 and cp, -K cpz, respectively. 
2. Sheaf products 
In the next section we consider sheaf products, similar to those defined for the Witt 
and WitttGrothendieck rings, for other objects as well. To keep the discussion unified, 
we now define this notion in a general set-up. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space and let 6, : E, -+ EO, x E X, be morphisms 
of sets, groups, rings, etc. Also fix a family 9 of subsets of uJxeX E,. The sheafproduct 
rlxsx E, = flrex(E,; E,; 6,;F) of the E,‘s with respect to the morphisms a,, x E X, 
and to 9 is the subset of the direct product nxtx E, consisting of all elements (ex)xeX 
for which the following two conditions hold: 
(i) Compatibility: For all x,x’ E X, 6,(e,) = 6,,(e,,). 
(ii) Continuity: For each x0 E X there exists a set F E F such that e, E F for all x in 
a sufficiently small neighborhood U of x0. 
If X is Boolean then condition (ii) can be simplified: 
Lemma 2.2. In the_situation ofDeJnition 2.1, assume that X is Boolean and let (ex)xeX 
be an element of nxPX E,. Then there exists a partition X = C1 w ‘.. w C, of X 
into clopen sets and there exist elements F,, . . . , F, E 9 such that ifx E Ci then e, E Fi. 
Proof. Since X is Boolean, it has a basis consisting of clopen sets [ 11, p. 121. By (ii), it 
is covered by clopen sets C for which there exists F E 9 such that if x E C then e, E F. 
The compactness of X yields sets Ci, . . . , C, and F1, . . . , F, as required. U 
Examples 2.3. (1) Let Q be a quadratically closed Galois extension of K and let 
3? be a collection of subextensions of Q/K. For K E x put E,- = P?(K) and 
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6, = dim: I@(R) + Z. For al,. . . , a,, bl, . . . , b, E Q let F(ai, . . , a,, bI, . . . , b,) be 
the set of all elements [ (ai,. . . , a,)]~ - [(b,, , . . , b,)]E of I?(K) where K is a field 
in x containing a,, . . . , a,, bI, . . . , b,. Let 9 be the collection of all such sets. Then, 
when Q = K,, w,e get the ring nKEx @K) considered in the Introduction. 
(2) The ring nilsx W(K) is obtained in an analogous way, this time taking the 
dimension index ( = dimension mod 2) homomorphisms 6~ = dim0 : W(E) + 2/2Z 
and by considering similarity classes instead of isometry classes. 
(3) For 52 and X = Z as above, let E,- = !? “/(K”)‘, for IT E xx. Define 
I=I&JY Rx /(Rx )’ by taking E0 = 1 and by taking 9 to be the family of all sets 
F(u) = {u(K x )2 ) aEKE_%}, with UE~“. 
(4) Let % be a collection of closed subgroups of a profinite group G and let A be 
a discrete G-module. Fix i 2 1. For each r E % let Er = H’(T, A). We define 
I=I rep H’(T, A) by taking EO = 1 and by taking 9 to be the collection of all sets 
F(o) = {Resio 1 r E X}, where o E H’(G, A) and where Res:: H’(G, A) -+ H’(T, A) is 
the restriction homomorphism. 
(5) Although we will not need this in the sequel, it may be worthwhile to note 
that a natural construction of sheaf products occurs in the category of abstract Witt 
rings, in the sense of Marshall [16]. Let (((Rc, Gc)}c, {Resc,D}c,D) be a sheaf of 
(not necessarily reduced) abstract Witt rings on a Boolean space X. Thus 
Resc,D : (R,, G,) + (R,, G,), for C 3 D clopen in X, is a morphism in the category of 
abstract Witt rings, For each x E X let (R,, G,) = I$(&, Cc) be the stalk at x, with 
C ranging over all clopen neighborhoods of x. For each such C let Rest, x : Rc + R, be 
the induced morphism. We construct a ring fIIEX R, as follows: Let RO = h/272 
and let 6, : R, + Z/22 be the dimension index morphism. For each clopen subset 
C of X and each Y E Rc put F,(C, r) = {Rest,.(r) lx E C}. We take 9-R as the 
collection of all these sets. Similarly, define a group fixix G, by putting Go = 1, 
6, = 1, by taking for each clopen set C and each g E Gc, F,(C, g) = {Rest,,(g) 1 x E C> 
and by taking 9”c to be the collection of all these sets. Use Lemma 2.2 to obtain that 
(I7 XEX Rx, I=I,,, G,) is an abstract Witt ring. 
On the other hand, for a closed subspace Z& of b(Q/K), say with no E E x being 
quadratically closed (i.e., W(K) # Z/22), we may associate a sheaf-of abstract Witt 
rings [RR,, G& by putting for any clopen C z Z, Rc = nKSc W(E) and 
Gc = &,c E”/(E”)2, and by taking the natural restriction morphisms. The stalk of 
this sheaf at R is W(E). 
The proofs of the following facts are straightforward: 
Lemma 2.4. Let !2 be a quadratically closed Gulois extension of afield K and let X be 
a collection of subextensions of R/K. 
(a) The natural isomorphisms K_“/(K”)2 z H’(B(Q/lf)), for K E X, induce a nutural 
isomorphism n BEX KX/(KX)2 2 ndeX H’(??(Q/K)). 
(b) The maps iTx/(K”)2 + W(K), given by u(R~)‘I--+[ (a)]~, induce an injection 
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(c) The maps K”/(K”)2 + W(K), given by u(K”)~H[ (a)]~, induce an injection 
l=JKtX Kx/(Kxy -+ flEEx- l?(K). q 
3. Local-global principles 
Using the technical machinery developed in the previous section we can now relate 
the surjectivity and the bijectivity of the homomorphisms n and /i to local-global 
principles of other (and easier to handle) objects. 
Proposition 3.1. Let Z? be a closed collection of subextensions of a quadratically closed 
Galois extension Q/K. The following conditions_are equivalent: 
(a) The natural homomorphism A : W(K) -+ ggecv W(K) is surjective. 
(b) The natural homomorphism /i: W(K) -+ fl,,, W(K) is surjective. 
(c) The natural homomorphism K * + fIKtX K”/(K”)’ is surjective. 
(d) The natural homomorphism Res ’ : H’(S(Q/K)) -+ nEex H’(9(C?/K)) is surjective. 
Proof. (a) =z- (c) Take (uE(F “)2)E,X E nKtJY K “/(K x)2. By Lemma 2.4(b), 
([ (cIL)]&~~ is an element of HE,% W(K). By (a), there exists a regular K-quadratic 
form cp which is similar to (a~) with respect to all K E X. Thus, for some 0 < n, 
cp g:t n( 1, - 1) I (UE)E for all K E X. Taking determinants mod (K’)’ we get that 
(det q)K2 = ( - l)“agK2. Therefore, ( - 1)” d_et cp maps to (~E(K”)~)~,,. 
(c) *(a) Let ([q~]~)z~~ be an element of nKEju W(K), where VE is a K-quadratic 
form, K E X. From Lemma 2.2 we obtain a partition X = C1 CJ ... w C, of X into 
clopen subsets and Q-quadratic forms cp 1, . . . , cp. of congruent dimensions mod2 
such that if K E Ci then K contains the coefficients of Cpi and Cpi -g (PK. By adding if 
necessary hyperbolic forms (1, - 1 ), we may assume that ‘pl , . . . , (P,, have equal 
dimension d 2 0 say, vi = (ail, . . . , aid), i = 1, . . . , n. From (c) we get 
al,. . . , a,~K”suchthataj~2=a,j~2forall1~j,<d,1~i~nand~~Ci.For 
(~=(a~,... , ad> we then get Nvld = (C~&)LK. 
(c) * (b) Similar. 
(b) * (c) Consider quadratic forms of dimension 1 and use Lemma 2.4(c). 
(c)o(d) Use Lemma 2.4(a). 0 
Example 3.2. Let K be a formally real field and let Q = I? (resp., Q = K,). By 
Artin-Schreier theory (resp., by [l, Satz 1 and Satz 8, Korollar 2]), the set of 
involutions in Q(Q/K) is closed in 6(0/K) and for each involution E E S(Q/K), 
{o~9(Q/K)[e~= E) = (1,s). F rom [6, Lemma 5.3(a)] we therefore get a closed 
representatives system X’ for the K-isomorphism classes of the real closures of K 
(resp., the euclidean closures of K; see also [3, Theorem 21). Let X(K) be the space of 
all orderings on K, endowed with the (Boolean) Harrison topology [20, p. 631. By 
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Artin-Schreier theory (resp., by [l, Satz 8, Korollar 3]), the natural map x -+ X(K) is 
a continuous bijection of Boolean spaces, hence a homeomorphism. In light of 
Lemma 2.2, an element of nKtX KX/(K”)’ can be written as (a,-(K”)2)gE3Y where 
a,- = 1 if K belongs to a certain clopen subset C c x, and a,- = - 1 otherwise. Then 
(c) says that for each such C there exists a E K ’ satisfying C = {K E 5f? 1 Jii l K}, i.e., 
C is a basic Harrison set. This is precisely the strong approximation property (SAP) 
of K [20, p. 661. On the other hand, n is the total signature homomorphism 
sgn : W(K) + Z. 1 + C(X(K), 27) [20, p. 1141. Under this interpretation, the equiva- 
lence (a)-(c) says that K has the SAP if and only if sgn( W(K)) = iz. 1 + 
C(X(K), 22), a result proved by Knebush, Rosenberg and Ware [13, Corollary 131. 
This is the motivation for the following definition: 
Definition. Let % be a closed collection of subextensions of a quadratically closed 
Galois extension Q/K. We say that K has the strong approximation property (SAP) 
with respect to % if the equivalent conditions (a)(e) of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. 
Theorem 3.3. Let x be a closed collection of subextensions of a quadratically closed 
Galois extension Q/l<. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) .4: W(K)-+ fIEcx W(K) is an isomorphism. 
(b) /i^: e’(K) -+ nEEz @I(K) is an isomorphism. 
(c) K has the SAP with respect to x and each K-quadratic form which is K-isotropic 
for all K E %” is K-isotropic. 
(d) K has the SAP with respect to x and each K-quadratic form of dimension < 3 
which is K-isotropic for all K E x is K-isotropic. 
(e) The homomorphism Res’ : H’(S(Q/K)) + naEx H’(%(Q/K)) is an isomorphism 
for i = 1 and a monomorphism for i = 2. 
Proof. (e)*(d) The SAP is trivial. Assume that cp is a regular K-quadratic form of 
dimension n < 3 which is K-isotropic for all K E xx. We prove that it is K-isotropic. 
For n = 0,l this is again trivial. For n = 2 use the injectivity of Res’, the fact that 
a regular K-quadratic form (1, a} is K-isotropic if and only if - a E K2, and the 
canonical isomorphism H’(%(Q/K)) E K “/(K x)2 (and likewise for K E xx). Finally, 
for n = 3 use the injectivity of Res’, the fact that a regular K-quadratic form (1, a, 6) 
is K-isotropic if and only if the quaternion algebra ( - a, - b/K) splits [14, Chapter 
III, Theorem 2.7) and the canonical isomorphism H2(%(Q/K)) g ,Br(K) (and like- 
wise for K E .X). 
(d)*(c) Assume that cp is a regular K-quadratic form of dimension n which is 
K-isotropic for all K E Z”. We show by induction on n = dim cp that it is K-isotropic. 
By(d), we may assume that n 2 4. Write cp = cpi I (p2, with dim cpi = 2. For each z E R 
let V, be the set of all K E x such that both - cpi and (p2 represent z in K (at least one 
of them non-trivially, if z = 0). By assumption, the sets V,, with z E R, cover %Y. 
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Furthermore, since an isotropic form represents every element of the field [14, 
Chapter I, Theorem 3.4(3)], V0 c uzsDX V,. Consequently, the sets V,, z E L? x , form 
an open cover of X. Using the Booleanity of X (as in the proof of Lemma 2.2) we get 
a partition X = C1 u ... u C, of X into clopen subsets, where each Ci is contained 
insome Vrt,ziEQX,i= 1,. . . , m. For K E Ci denote ag = Zi. The SAP yields u E K ’ 
such that uZ? = a,-Z? = ziK2 for each 1 < i < m and K E CL. It follows that both 
- ‘pl and (p2 represent a in each Z? E X, i.e., ‘pl I (a) and cp21( - a) are K- 
isotropic for all K E X. The induction hypothesis implies that cp,_L(a) and 
cpl-l( - a), which are forms of dimensions 3 and n - 1, respectively, are K-isotropic. 
Hence - cpl and (p2 represent a in K [14, Chapter I, Corollary 3.51. Conclude that 
cp = (p,J-q2 is K-isotropic. 
(a) * (e) The fact that (a) implies the surjectivity of Res’ was proved in Proposition 
3.1. Its injectivity follows from the injectivity of n on the one-dimensional forms and 
from Lemma 2.4(a),(b). Finally, we show that Res2 is injective. By Merkurjev’s 
theorem [17], it suffices to show that the natural homomorphism 
Z2(K)/Z3(K) + nEEX Z2(K)/Z3(K) is injective. Indeed, let cp be a K-quadratic form 
such that [V]K E Z3(Z?) for all K E X. A compactness argument yields a partition 
x = C, u . . . u C, of X into clopen subsets and Q-quadratic forms cpl, . . . , (P,, such 
that for each 1 < i d n and each K E Ci the coefficients of ‘pi belong to &? and 
[V]K = [qi]~ E Z3(K). Write Cpi = J_j= 1 $ijl @ ~ij2 @ Iclij3 where for each i, j, I and 
K E Ci, lclijl is an even-dimensional K-quadratic forms. The SAP yields even-dimen- 
sional K-quadratic forms Icljl, j = 1, . . , S, I = 1,2,3, such that for each Z? E Ci, 
*jf -K $ijl. It follows that cp and IT= 1 $jl @ Il/jz @ $j3 are similar in each K E X, 
hence also in K, so [v]~ E Z3(K), as required. 
(c) + (b) The surjectivity of 2 follows from Proposition 3.1. To prove its injectivity, 
let ‘pl and (p2 be regular K-quadratic forms such that cpl %K (p2 for all Z? E .Xx. Write 
‘pll( ( - 1) @ (p2) zK $-Lm( 1, - l), with J/ K-anisotropic and with m > 0. In each 
K E X, II/ is hyperbolic. By (c), II/ = 0, so cpl g’K (p2. 
(b) * (a) Immediate, in light of Proposition 3.1. 0 
4. A cohomological characterization of free pro-p products 
As was established by Delzant, Scharlau and Ware [24, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21, the 
Witt-Grothendieck ring of a field K, and when ,,m$ K also its Witt ring, depend 
only on the Galois 2-group Y(K,/K) of K. It is therefore natural to consider the 
local-global properties discussed in the previous section in the case where 52 = K,. As 
we show here, conditions (aHe) of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied in this case if and only if 
Q(K,/K) is a free pro-2 product, in a natural sense, of the groups 9(&/K), E E X. In 
fact, Neukirch characterizes in [ 18, Satz 4.31 a notion of a free pro-p product (p a fixed 
prime), which is somewhat weaker than the one we use here, by cohomological 
conditions similar to condition (e) of Theorem 3.3. (To be more precise, in the notation 
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we use here, Neukirch’s result applies only to the case where X is a one-point 
compactification of a discrete space.) To treat the general case, we generalize 
Neukirch’s results to the following more satisfactory notion of a free pro-p product 
(see also [15] and [5]). 
Definition. We say that a pro-p group G is a free pro-p product of a closed collection 
% of its closed subgroups (and write G = u:i, r) if 
(i) r n I” = 1 for all distinct TJ’ E: X’, 
(ii) if H is a pro-p group and if 1: Urex r + H is a continuous map whose 
restriction to each group r E 37 is a homomorphism, then there exists a unique 
homomorphism + : G -+ H which extends 2. 
Lemma 4.1. If a pro-p group G is a free pro-p product of a closed collection X of its 
closed subgroups then G = (T Ir E 2”). 
Proof. Otherwise we could find an open normal subgroup M of G of index p contain- 
ing each r E 3. Then the quotient epimorphism G --) G/M and the trivial epimor- 
phism 1: G + GJM would coincide on each r E: .%“, contrary to the uniqueness part 
of (ii). 0 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that G is a free pro-p product of a closed family X of its closed 
subgroups. Also, suppose that CI :B -+ A is an epimorphism ofjnite groups and I-C : G + A 
is a homomorphism. Suppose further that for each r E 37 there exists a homomorphism 
$r: r + B with ~10 Ii/r = Res,n. Then there exists a homomorphism I,!I :G + B such that 
aQ* = 71. 
Proof. As in the proof of [S, Lemma 9.11 we may assume without loss of generality 
that A and B are p-groups and that rc is an epimorphism. Given an open normal 
subgroup N of G which is contained in Ker rc, let pN: G + G/N be the quotient 
epimorphism and let 7~~: G/N -+ A be the epimorphism induced by rc. Then 
7~~0 pN = rc. Also take To E X for which there is a homomorphism 6: G/N + B 
satisfying a~$ = nN on pN(rO). Let U(I’,,, N) be the set of all r E % such that 
PM(r) = pN(r,,). The sets U(TO, N) are open in !Z and by assumption they cover 3. 
Since % is Boolean, there exists a partition X = Cr VJ ... u C,, with Cl,. . , C, 
clopen, together with groups rr , . . . , r, E 57, open normal subgroups N1, . . . , N, of 
G contained in Ker rc and homomorphisms I+Fi: G/Ni + B, satisfying a0 $i = XN, on 
pNi(ri), i = 1,. . . , n, such that each Ci is contained in U(Ti, Ni). By [S, Example 1.1 
and Lemma 1.21, uTsc, r is closed in G for each i. Since distinct groups in % have 
trivial intersections we may define a continuous map 2: Urer r -+ B by putting 
;1 = $ioRes,p,, on rECi, i= 1,. . . , n. The universal property of G yields 
a homomorphism $ : G -+ B which extends 2. Then, given r E Ci, 1 < i < n, we get 
that aoRes,-+ = ao$ioRes,-p,, = Resrn. Hence CCO$ = n: on G= (T(TE.F) 
(Lemma 4.1). 0 
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Proposition 4.3. Let 3 be a closed collection of closed subgroups of a pro-p group G. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) G = uFLbI”. 
(b) Res’:H’(G, Z/pZ)+ &,, H’(T, h/pB) is an isomorphism for i = 1 and a mono- 
morphism for i = 2. 
Proof. (a)*(b) The injectivity of Res’ follows from the uniqu_eness part of the 
universal property of G. To prove its surjectivity, take (y?T)r EI E n,,, H’(r, Z/pE) 
(thus Ii/r: I- + H/pZ is a homomorphism). Lemma 2.2 yields a partition 
X=Cc,~..‘oC, of%,withC,,..., C, clopen, together with homomorphisms 
IC/i:G~Z/pZ, i= 1,. . . , n, such that if r E Ci then Res,ll/i = $r. Again, by [5, 
Example 1.1 and Lemma 1.23, UrEC, r is closed in G, i = 1, . . . , n. The assumed 
universal property of G yields a homomorphism II/ : G -+ Z/pE such that for each 
r E Ci, Res,. $ = Res, $i = Il/,-, whence the surjectivity of Res’. 
To show that Res2 is injective, we identify H’(G, Z/pH) with the group of all 
equivalence classes of short exact sequences 
[22, Theorem 3.1, p. 1001. Assume that this sequence is trivial locally, i.e., that for each 
r E X there is a homomorphism vr: r + E with ~10 v,. = idr. We have to find 
a homomorphism v : G -+ E such that o! 0 v = id G. Choose an open normal subgroup 
N of E with N n Ker c1= 1, put A = G/x(N), B = E/N, let Cr :B + A be the epimor- 
phism induced by c( and let zE : E -+ B and 716 : G + A be the natural epimorphisms. 
For each r E X take Ii/r = nE 0 v,. to obtain that cl 0 tir = zG. Hence Lemma 4.2 yields 
a homomorphism ti : G -P B such that Cr 0 $ = zG. The cartesianity [4, Section 20.21 of 
the commutative square 
E a l G 
KE I % I 
B = E/N&A = G/a(N) 
(applied with respect to the maps I++ : G -+ B and id : G --P G) gives the required section. 
(b) =z. (a) Given an open normal subgroup N of G, let pN: G + G/N be again the 
quotient epimorphism and let c^, be the free pro-p product of the (finitely many) 
groups in plv(%). By Lemma 4.1, we have a compatible system of natural epimor- 
phisms GN + G/N which lifts to an epimorphism 7~ : 6 = lim gN -+ G = lim G/N. Then 
6 is a free pro-p product of a closed collection $ of its:losed subgrzps which is 
mapped by n homeomorphically onto % and such that the restriction of n to each 
I’ E @ is a monomorphism. Exactly as in [lg, Satz 4.31 one obtains that 7~ is an 
isomorphism. 0 
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In particular, we generalize [12, Theorem 3.4, Remark 3.51 and [3, Theorem 33: 
Corollary 4.4. Let X be a closed collection of subextensions of K,/K. Then conditions 
(aHe) of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied if and only if %(K,/K) = u$?, S’(K,/K). 0 
5. Quadratic forms over real-projective fields 
We now focus on a special local-global property of fields (more precisely, of their 
absolute Galois groups), namely, real-projectivity. Recall first that a profinite group 
G is projective if for each epimorphism c( : B -+ A of finite groups and each homomor- 
phism rc: G -+ A there exists a homomorphism II/ : G -+ B such that 71 = c( 0 $. By [4, 
Corollary 20.121 and [22, Chapter IV, Proposition 3.11, this holds if and only if 
cd(G) < 1. A profinite group G is called real-projective if 9(G) is closed in Subg (G) (see 
Section 1) and if for each epimorphism a : B -+ A of finite groups and each homomor- 
phism x : G -+ A there exists a homomorphism $ : G + B such that rt = ~10 Ic/, provided 
that for each r E 9(G) there exists a homomorphism rClr : r -+ B such that 
Res,rr = cc~$~. Thus, a profinite group is projective if and only if it is real-projective 
and contains no involutions (use [4, Corollary 20.141). A field K is called real- 
projective if G(K) is real-projective. Furthermore, a group G is a real-free pro-2 group if 
it is a free pro-2 product of a collection %” u {F}, where % is a closed subset of 9(G) 
and where F^ is a free pro-2 subgroup of G (this is the pro-2 analog of the real-free 
groups studied in [lo].) Precisely as in [ 10, Corollary 3.31, working in the category of 
pro-2 groups instead of the category of profinite groups, one can show that a real-free 
pro-2 group is real-projective. Conversely, if a pro-2 group is real projective then it is 
a real-free pro-2 group, by [6, Proposition 4.21. The basic connection between these 
notions and isotropy of quadratic forms is given in the following result. Recall that 
a K-quadratic form is totally indejnite if it is isotropic in each real closure of K. 
Theorem 5.1 (ErSov [3], Ware [25]). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) B(K,/K) is a real-free pro-2 group. 
(b) Q(K,IK) has an open subgroup which is a free pro-2 group. 
(c) Any totally indefinite K-quadratic form of dimension 3 3 is K-isotropic. 
Proof. (a)“(b) is [25, Theorem 33 (see also [3, Theorem 41). For (b)+(c) use 
[3, Theorem l] and [2, Section 4, Theorem F]. W 
Other conditions equivalent to those listed in Theorem 5.1 can be found in 
[2, Section 4, Theorem F]. 
Corollary 5.2. Let K be a real-projectivefield. Then %(K,/K) is a real-free pro-2 group. 
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Proof. By [9, Corollary 10.51, the group G(K(m)) is projective. By [22, Corollary 
3.2, p. 2551, g(K,/K(m)) IS a free pro-2 group. The assertion therefore follows 
from Theorem 5.1. 0 
Using Theorem 5.1 we give an alternative proof for the following characterization 
of real-projective fields due to Haran [8, Proposition 2.51. It extends [6, Theorem 6.11 
and answers affirmatively [6, Problem 6.41. 
Corollary 5.3. The following conditions on afield K are equivalent: 
(a) K is real-projective. 
(b) G(K(m)) is projective. 
(c) K has a real-projective finite separable extension. 
Proof. (a) * (b) Use [9, Corollary 10.51. 
(b) a(c) Trivial. 
(c) * (b) Let L be a real-projective finite separable extension of K. By [9, Corollary 
10.51 again, G(L(m)) is projective. As G(K(fiT)) is torsion-free, a theorem of 
Serre [7,23] implies that cd(G(K(m))) = cd(G(L(&-i))), so G(K(m)) is 
projective. 
(b) +(a) Assume that G(K(m)) is projective. By [6, Proposition 5.51 and by 
Artin-Schreier theory, it suffices to prove that each p-Sylow subgroup G, of G(K) is 
free pro-p if p # 2, and real-free pro-2 if p = 2. Indeed, if p # 2 then 
-_ 
G, < G(K(J- l)), hence G, is free pro-2 [22, Theorem 6.5, p. 2351. For p = 2 
let L be the fixed field of Gz in K,. Then G(L(,m)), being a subgroup of the 
projective group G(K(,,m)), is projective as well as pro-2, hence free pro-2. By 
Theorem 5.1, G2 = G(L) is a real-free pro-2 group, as required. 0 
Remark. As mentioned in the Introduction, pseudo real-closed fields are real-projec- 
tive. The converse is false in general, even for formally real fields. Consider for example 
the maximal abelian extension Qeab of Q and let 0 be a real closure of Q. By [22, 
Theorem 8.8, pp. 302-3031 G(Q,,) is projective, so by Corollary 5.3, QPab n Q is real- 
projective. But by a result of Frey [4, Corollary 10.151, Qeab is not pseudo real closed, 
hence neither is Qab n 0 [19, Theorem 3.11. It may however be interesting to note that 
the following reminiscent of pseudo real closedness still holds for real-projective fields, 
by Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2: 
Corollary 5.4. If K is a real-projective$eld then each totally indeJnite K-quadratic form 
of dimension 2 3 is K-isotropic. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Let K be afield with G(K) real-projective (resp., with %(K,/K) a real-free 
pro-2 group). Then there exists a closed set .X = X1 u X, of separable algebraic 
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(resp., pro-2) extensions of K with respect to which conditions (aHe) of Theorem 3.3 hold 
for s2 = K, (resp., 52 = KP) and where 
(1) X1 is a closed representatives system for the K-isomorphism classes of the real 
(resp., euclidean) closures of K, 
(2) AC2 is a one-point compactijcation of a set of separable algebraic (resp., pro-2) 
extensions of K having absolute (resp., maximal pro-2) Galois groups Hz ( = l@ 2/2”2), 
with K, (resp., Kq) as the unique accumulation point. 
Proof. Suppose first that Q(K,/K) is a real-free pro-2 group. It is, thus, a free pro-2 
product of a closed collection $i 5 $B(%(K,/K)) and of a free pro-2 group P. As in 
[lo, Corollary 3.21, we obtain that .%i is a closed representatives system for the 
conjugacy classes of 9(9(K,/K)). Let Z be a basis of F^ [4, Definition 15.161. Then 
(z) E Zz for all z E Z. The space .!%* = (l} u { (z) 1 z E Z} is homeomorphic to the 
one-point compactification of Z, with 1 as the unique accumulation point. We have 
B(K,/K) = uFAz, UE‘, i;. By Corollary 4.4, condition (e) of Theorem 3.3 therefore 
holdswithQ=KK,,X~={K,(~)(~~_??~},i= 1,2,andX=X1uXz.By[1,Satz3], 
X1 is a closed representatives system for the K-isomorphism classes of the euclidean 
closures of K. 
Suppose next that K is real-projective. By Artin-Schreier theory and by [l, Satz 8, 
Korollar 31, any representatives system for the conjugacy classes of 9(G(K)) is 
mapped bijectively by restriction onto a representatives system for the conjugacy 
classes of 9(9(K,/K)). [lo, Lemma 3.51 therefore yields a monomorphism 
v: 9(K,/K) + G(K) such that ResX,Ov = id. Set Fi = {v(r) 1 r E pi}, i = 1,2, and 
consider the following commutative diagram for i = 1,2: 
H’(S(K,/K)) Res’ n Hi(Resxs r) 
I 
rE%l us, 
Inf’ Inf’ 
I 
H’(G(K)) 
Res’ 
9 n H’(T) 
rExIUx2 
Since G(K,) is projective [9, Corollary 10.51, cd,(G(K,)) < 1. Therefore the left 
vertical map in the diagram is an isomorphism [22, Lemma 3.1, p. 2531. The right 
vertical map is an isomorphism by construction. By Corollary 5.2 and the first part of 
the proof, the upper horizontal map is an isomorphism for i = 1 and a monomor- 
phism for i = 2. Hence so is the lower horizontal map. Condition (e) of Theorem 3.3 
therefore holds with 52 = K,, Xi = {K,(T) 1 f E pi}, i = 1,2, and X = X1 u X2. The 
fact that X1 is a representatives system for the K-isomorphism classes of the real 
closures of K follows again from Artin-Schreier theory and [l]. 0 
We conclude by recalling the (well-known) structures of the Witt and 
Witt-Grothendieck rings of the “local” fields K E X which appear in the statement of 
Theorem 5.5. Here Z[G] denotes the group ring of the group G and for an element 
x in a ring, (x) denotes its corresponding principle ideal. 
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Proposition 5.6. (a) If K is separably closed then W(K) z Z/2E and F@‘(K) g B. 
(b) Zf z is a real closed jield then W(K) z H and F@(K) z Z [ { + l}]. 
(c) If G(K) z Hz and m+! K then W(K) E Z/4Z and 6’(E) z 
H[{ * 1}]/(2.1 + 2.( - 1)). 
(d) Zf G(K) % Zz and ,,/? E E then W(K) g (H/2H) x (E/2Z) and L@(R) z 
E[{ f 1)-J/(2.1 + 2.( - 1)). cl 
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